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Levi Garrison gave Zoey a complicated look and nodded.

“””boom!”””

Zoey’s body trembled.

“She quickly thought that Levi Garrison had promised to die, absolutely for her and her
child.”

Otherwise he would not agree to be so happy.

“””Big brother, did you hear that? He himself agreed!”””

The old lady and Tang Wansheng hurriedly urged.

“””No! I won’t agree!”””

“””You can’t go to die in Levi!”””

Zoey quickly stopped.

“””There is no place for you to speak!”” m.bg.”

Zoey was pulled aside by the old lady.

“””This??”””

“The Emperor Xi Shu hesitated, and looked at Levi Garrison subconsciously.”



“””I am going there myself! Hurry up!”””

“Hearing what Levi Garrison said, the Emperor Xishu could no longer refuse.”

“””Okay, you will take the place of Tang Mufeng to join the death squad!”””

“””No! Why doesn’t he go by himself, so he wants my husband to go?”””

Zoey shouted.

“””This is not fair! Why should Levi Garrison go and die?”””

Others also shouted.

“””Levi Garrison is the son-in-law of the clan of Xishu, what happened to us letting him go?”””

Shouted the old lady.

“At this time, Songkui stood up.”

“””Have you forgotten? Before, Levi Garrison was a Great Xia warrior, the God of War of  ! He
should be the first to go to this kind of crisis?”””

“””Yes, Erudia Warriors should guard us! Levi Garrison is the one who should join the death
squad!”””

“””Didn’t he keep saying that he is going to go through fire and water for Erudia? Don’t hide at
this time!”””

“Zoey argued: “”You are a moral kidnapping! Participation is voluntary!”””

…

Seeing that both sides are going to quarrel.

“Levi Garrison comforted: “”Zoey, don’t worry, I will be back!”””

“””But you are going to die… why are you coming back…”””



“Now in Erudia, who doesn’t know how powerful the North Devil is?”

“””Hurry up! Time is up!”””

“The death squad of the Western Shumen clan was formed, and after meeting with others, it
was about to head to the north.”

“In this way, Levi Garrison also went to fight the Northern Devil in a daze in the name of Tang
Mufeng.”

“As for the Avengers, Levi Garrison kept the power of Zhentian Temple and the Four
Gatelords staring.”

“For the time being, wait for his dispatch.”

In a secret base in the capital.

“The 1,000 death squads are assembled.”

Everyone in the death squad wore masks and armor.

So even Messiah didn’t recognize Levi’s arrival.

“””Everyone in the death squad must obey unconditionally!”””

“””have you understood?”””

Messiah handed over the absolute command to the four Dong Beasts.

Including them calling people to die.

You have to obey unconditionally.

“””Understood!”””

Everyone shouted.

“The four Xiaojunshen checked it out and nodded in satisfaction: “”Not bad!”””



“””Then go!”””

The four of them took a thousand death squads and set off to the north.

“””Is there a message from Levi Garrison? Are they still not doing anything?”””

Messiah began to inquire about Levi Garrison’s actions here.

“””No, just stay on hold!”””

“””What’s the matter with Levi Garrison? Doesn’t follow orders? Doesn’t follow the
instructions?”””

“””Is Levi Garrison upset because we hired Erudia Wulong’s apprentice to deal with the
Northern Devil?”””

“””We admit that the king of the word side by side is very strong, but the four apprentices of
Erudia Wulong are stronger! This is an indisputable fact!”””

“””Send the order to let Levi Garrison eradicate the Avengers, and those who violate the
order will engage in military law!”””

…

The order has arrived.

It’s just that Levi Garrison is in the death squad.

Ignore it at all.
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The highest point of the Tianshan base in the north.

“The Northern Demon stood here, looking into the distance.”

It seems that the mountains and rivers of Erudia Wanli are all in his eyes.

“””Master Northern Demon, according to the message from the Avengers?the apprentices of
the four Erudia Five Dragons and the East Demon, leading a thousand death squads, are
coming here!”””

“””It is said that the East Demon Four have developed a combined attack technique
specifically for you for decades, and the four apprentices have already mastered it! They
want to use this combined attack technique to kill you!”””

…

“After listening, the North Demon smiled.”

“””East Monster, the four of you are afraid that I am still in the realm of that year? I am now
more than three times stronger than before! The combined attack technique is useful to
me?”””

“””They have been studying and thinking about me over the past few decades. Am I thinking
about them? Let’s put it this way, I have thoroughly studied all the tricks and combat skills of
the four of them! I also know the equivalent of their apprentice!”””

“””I basically guessed what their combined attack technique is, ridiculous! Just want to
defeat me with this?”””

??Mi.ÿc



This is something that no one thought of.

The North Demon was also studying the Four Eastern Demon.

He even guessed their combined attack technique.

“The combat effectiveness of the four little army gods is in front of the North Devil, which is
probably not much higher than that of Ray and his like.”

“The so-called knowing oneself, knowing the enemy is never end.”

Messiah and Erudia Xiaosilong just thought they knew the Northern Devil.

“In fact, I don’t understand at all.”

The fact that the four little dragons of Erudia rushed to the north with the death squad
quickly spread throughout Erudia.

“Because the four little dragons practiced the combined attack technique against the
Northern Demon, it seemed to everyone that they could defeat the Northern Demon 100%.”

So it is a national celebration.

“The Northern Devils have not yet been defeated, and the Four Little Dragons have been
portrayed as heroes of the country.”

The voices for them are getting louder and louder.

Even more than one word side by side king!

Many places have planned to build statues for the Four Little Dragons to commemorate
them.

The haze of Erudia these days has been swept away.

There are joyous scenes everywhere.

The ancestral home of the Lopez family in North Hampton.



“Everyone began to persuade Zoey: “”Did Zoey see it? Levi Garrison might be able to come
back alive.”””

“””The Four Little Dragons of the Great Xia are specifically aimed at the Northern Devil! They
can definitely defeat the Northern Devil! Then the death squad will not have to die, and Levi
Garrison will also come back.”””

“Hearing this, Zoey clenched his fists tightly and prayed: “”All hope is placed on the four little
dragons of Erudia. You must defeat the Northern Devil!”””

“””You are Erudia’s heroes! You must win! I, Zoey, are willing to build statues for you!”””

Zoey prayed for a long time.

It was for Levi Garrison to come back safely.

Little did they know that Levi Garrison was still the strongest in this team.

“If you want to defeat the Northern Devil, it must be Levi Garrison.”

It’s not useful to rely on other people!

“After Messiah released the message of the four little dragons, Erudia’s morale was hotter
than ever.”

Even overseas are scared.

“I thought that after the North Demon was released from prison, Erudia would have nothing
to do.”

But there is no expectation of Erudia Wulong?s apprentice.

Everyone thought that the North Devil would lose.

“As everyone knows, the situation is completely opposite.”

“Soon, the four little dragons brought thousands of death squads to the north.”



The Tianshan base is less than two hundred kilometers away.

“””From now on, all of you must follow my orders!”””

Several people from Dong Beast spoke to thousands of people.

“””Thousands of you will consume the North Demon first, and wait for you to finish it. Then
we will go up again, so we can be more confident.”””

The little army god ordered.
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“After listening to this order, everyone in the death squad was lifeless.”

No one responded.

Although every member of the death squad knew that he could not go back alive.

But you must die with dignity!

“To be cannon fodder like this, everyone is upset!”

They are also living people.

Not a tool!

“Even if they are allowed to charge freely, no one wants to use them as cannon fodder.”



But everyone dared not speak.

“After all, this time the command is in the hands of others.”

And the four little dragons have absolute strength.ÿ..

“How they arrange it, how the death squad executes.”

“””Does everyone understand?”””

“””Who has any objections? Let’s go!”””

“The members of the death squad below squirmed their lips, after all, no one dared to come
out to refute.”

“Xiao Jun Shen saw that there was no objection from anyone below, and smiled with
satisfaction.”

The four of them enjoyed this feeling of control.

“””I have an objection!!!”””

“Suddenly, someone shouted.”

“””Wow…”””

“In an instant, thousands of eyes fell on the person.”

He is Levi Garrison.

It’s just that Tang Mufeng’s identity in the death squad.

“The four Xiaojunshen looked at Levi Garrison and said coldly, “”You have any objections?”””

“””Right! Wrong!”””

“””Even though we are a death squad, we are not a death squad! When we can’t figure out
the enemy’s deployment and strength, if we rush to consume it, we will die!”””



“””Even if we die, we must die to be worthwhile! There is no value for not being able to die!”””

“Levi Garrison has always been the commander-in-chief, and the deployment of war is
naturally better than everyone.”

“Fight against the enemy, know yourself and the enemy.”

“The North Devil?s situation was hardly understood, so he rushed to fight, not to die?”

“””Well said, we are a death squad, but not a death squad!”””

…

Levi Garrison’s words drew everyone’s applause.

“After all, Levi Garrison said their aspirations.”

“Hearing this, the little army god laughed: “”We don’t understand the enemy? It’s ridiculous!
Is there anyone in this world who knows the Northern Devil better than our master? No!”””

“””The combined attack that the four of us practiced is specifically aimed at the Northern
Demons. You tell us that we don’t understand the enemy?”””

…

“Hearing this, everyone feels very reasonable.”

The Four Little Dragons know the North Devil best.

It seems that following them is the best choice.

“””But I don’t think your preparations are in place! The real North Demon is only your master
has contacted, you don’t have any. Besides, how many people around the North Demon and
what kind of masters do you know?”””

Levi Garrison asked.

These few questions asked the four little dragons.



“””Get out! Get out of here!”””

“””You want to be a deserter, don’t you? I allow you to get out of here!”””

“””Then check which power he is from?”””

The four little army gods were already angry.

“Levi Garrison sneered: “”I won’t be a deserter! Since I choose to come, the Northern Demon
is immortal, it is impossible for me to go back.”””

“””But I can’t understand your way, I will use my own means to kill the North Demon!”””

“””Hahahaha…”””

“Hearing that, everyone in the four little dragons laughed.”

That is a kind of presumptuous ridicule!

“””You want to use your means to kill the North Demon? Well, well, I promised!”””

The little army god laughed.

“In their opinion, Levi Garrison’s behavior is simply stupid.”

Kill the North Demon by him?

Crazy dreaming!

“Levi Garrison shouted at the others again: “”Are there any other brothers going with me?
Those who don’t want to die, just follow me!”””
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It’s just that everyone fell into silence and hesitation.

“Compared to a nameless “”Tang Mufeng””, everyone is more willing to follow the four little
dragons.”

“If you survive, that would be a great opportunity to become famous!”

“After all, if you follow the Four Little Dragons to defeat the Northern Devil, you will definitely
gain supreme glory.”

The future is absolutely steady.

Both Erudia and the family will be valued.

“Even if he dies, he can become a martyr and gain certain benefits for his family and family.”

“On the other hand, following Levi Garrison, there is only a dead end, I don’t know how to
die.”

There will even be a deserter.

“Whatever you think, following Levi Garrison is not cost-effective.”

A long silence.ÿm.bg.

“Just as the little army gods were about to laugh, they suddenly shouted: “”Since they are all
dead, why not be more decent? Isn’t it good to be free? Let’s do it ourselves!”””

“””Brother, let’s go with you!”””

“””We will follow you too!”””



…

A few scattered people came to Levi Garrison’s side.

“But one after another, some people still came.”

Everyone sighed.

“Finally, thirty-eight people came to Levi Garrison.”

“For a death squad with thousands of people, it’s just a drop in the bucket.”

“””A bunch of cowards! You don’t know how you died!”””

“””Follow him, you will regret it!”””

Xiaojunshen shouted angrily.

Levi Garrison and other thirty-nine people left without hesitation and headed for the
Tianshan base from another direction.

“After they left, the four Xiaojunshen discussed.”

“To the people below: “”We decided to change our strategy! Don’t let you consume it! Let’s
set off together, and you will follow the four of us!”””

“””We will do our best to bring you back alive!”””

“””I want to make those people regret it! From now on there are no death-defying teams, only
the winner! Follow us and win!”””

“Hearing this, more than 900 people from the death squad burst into cheers.”

They don’t need to die.

They also have to be honored.

More than one billion people in Erudia will welcome their return…



“On the other hand, the group of people who just left was a group of fools and idiots.”

“For a while, they regret it!ÿ!ÿ!”

“These people clenched their fists tightly, feeling a trace of luck.”

They almost held back just now and followed Levi Garrison away.

I’m so lucky.

It shouldn’t be fate!

Hahahaha…

“””Okay, pack up and set off!”””

Everyone began to discuss.

“””The few just now are brain-dead! Have to follow others to get ahead? Do dozens of you
can kill the North Demon?”””

“””These people thought they were particularly brave, and didn’t know how they died in the
end?”””

“””If we let them know that we don’t have to die now, maybe they will regret it?”””

…

The members of the death squad were all happy.

But they don’t even know what they are about to face.

I thought that the choice of most people was right and their destiny was the best.

“As everyone knows, those thirty-eight talents made the most correct choice.”

“””Okay! Let’s go!”””



“In the end, the four little dragons took the death squad and headed for the Tianshan base in
a mighty manner.”

“At the highest point of the Tianshan base, the North Devil had a panoramic view of the
team’s every move.”

“The Northern Demon carried his hands and sneered: “”Erudia thought this was the end, and
this is clearly the beginning!”””

“””In a moment, I will warn the world with a slaughter! My Northern Demon is invincible in
the world!”””

“The North Devil talked so wildly, but no one dared to question it.”

But the Four Little Dragons and the Death Squad knew nothing about it.
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“As the God of War, Levi knew every inch of Erudia’s land.”

Especially the major bases and fronts are well known.

He took everyone to the west of the Tianshan base.

In front of me is a cliff of almost ninety degrees.

“””This is the closest road to the Tianshan base, and of course it is the most dangerous!
There is no way to pass large-scale soldiers here, so there is no need for fortification on the
base!”””



Levi Garrison explained.

“””That means we can sneak into the Tianshan base quietly?”””

Others said.

“””Yes, it’s wrong! If you go in head-on, the damage will be severe, and you will be ambushed
by the opponent. It is easy for the whole army to be overthrown!”””

“””After we sneak in, we look for opportunities to kill the enemy.”””

Levi Garrison arranged.ÿ..

“As for the enemy he wanted to kill, it was naturally the Northern Demon.”

“””Okay, let’s act!”””

“Immediately, thirty-nine people climbed the cliff quietly.”

There really is no fortification here.

“Because it is a natural barrier, there is no need at all.”

Thirty-nine people lurked in the Tianshan base quietly.

“Levi Garrison was about to act, but received a message that the leader of the Avengers,
Heilong, had escaped from Erudia.”

Does the Zhentiandian ask for instructions to intercept?

“Levi Garrison thought for a while, but let it go.”

“The bottom of the Avengers is still unclear, if Zhentiandian is forced to intercept it.”

“Zhentiandian will not be exposed, and will even suffer heavy losses.”

“If he is there, he can act.”



But now he has to deal with the Northern Devil.

“After all, the North Devil now poses a greater threat to Erudia.”

“Between the two, Levi Garrison chose the North Demon.”

“As for the black dragon, he can also catch it in the future.”

The current threat is much smaller…

“In this way, Heilong easily escaped from Erudia.”

“Soon, Messiah knew about this.”

“””What is Levi Garrison doing??”””

“””So let go of the number one in the Avengers? How did he do things? What is he going to
do?”””

…

This incident aroused the anger of everyone.

“””Now we can’t contact the king by one word! He seems to be on purpose!”””

“””Outrageous, Levi Garrison really doesn’t take the order seriously?”””

“””I really think that after the First World War in Jiulong Mountain, you can do whatever you
want? Can anyone take care of you?”””

…

“””Let go of the number one person in the Avengers, Levi Garrison is dereliction of duty! He
should be removed from his position as the king of the word side by side!”””

“””I agree! This is a major dereliction of duty! How can you continue to be the king?”””



“””Well, this is the case! After the Northern Devil is pacified, the specific decision will be
made! Then there will be the next person to be the king!”””

They refer to the four little dragons.

“Canceling the word Levi Garrison side by side, it happened to be given to one of these four.”

“Because they immediately put down the Northern Demons, they have this qualification.”

No one else can say anything!

Everything is in plan.

“It not only punished Levi Garrison’s major negligence, but also rewarded the four little
dragons’ record.”

“On the other side, the four little dragons brought a large force to the foot of the Tianshan
base.”

“They don’t make any cover-ups, they are just positive.”

“””Listen to our orders and attack!”””

The four little dragons led the army and directly attacked the Tianshan base.

“””kill!!!”””

The death squad followed the four men.

“The North Demon took a look and said: “”Put them in and kill them again!”””

The four little dragons led the death squad into the entrance of the Tianshan base
unimpeded all the way.

“””Huh? Why are you unpopular?”””

Everyone was surprised.



“””Perhaps the Northern Devil was frightened by the four little dragons, after all, they will
target him with the combined attack technique!”””


